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 THE SWAN'S LANDING SITE (12HR304):
 AN EARLY ARCHAIC (KIRK HORIZON) SITE
 IN HARRISON COUNTY, SOUTH-CENTRAL INDIANA

 Edward E. Smith, Jr.

 ABSTRACT

 The Swan's Landing site (12Hr304) is a deeply buried, stratified Early Archaic site
 partly exposed in the caving bank of the Ohio River. The cultural strata are buried
 beneath 2 to 6 m of sterile Holocene overbank alluvium. Less deeply buried cultural
 deposits occur on an adjoining floodplain ridge. Projectile points numbering in the
 thousands have been dug from the eroding bank and collected from the beach below.
 The points recovered from stratified contexts during limited excavations in the deeply
 buried deposits are exclusively variants of the Kirk Corner Notched cluster. Points rep
 resentative of the Bifurcate point horizon and the Kirk Stemmed/Serrated cluster have
 also been recovered from the inland floodplain ridge. The site is associated with expo
 sures of Wyandotte chert and appears to have been a major locale for tool manufacture.
 Virtually the entire stone tool assemblage of the early Kirk period appears to be repre
 sented in the deposits.

 Introduction

 Since the publication of Joffre Coe's pivotal Formative Cultures of the
 Carolina Piedmont (1964), research into deeply buried Early Archaic sites in
 alluvial settings in eastern North America has proceeded apace. A series of
 geographically separated but broadly comparable locales have been docu
 mented over the last thirty years in eastern North America: in the Kanawha
 Valley (Broyles 1966, 1971), the Little Tennessee River Valley (Chapman
 1975, 1977, 1978), the Lower Ohio River Valley (Collins 1979; Smith 1986;
 Smith and Mocas 1993), the Tennessee and Cumberland river valleys (Nance
 1986, 1988), and the Haw River Valley of North Carolina (Claggett and Cable
 1982). Buried deposits have also been reported from the Savannah River

 Valley (Anderson and Schuldenrein 1983; Anderson and Hanson 1988),
 Nipper Creek (Wetmore and Goodyear 1986) and elsewhere across the
 Southeast (Anderson et al. 1992). Most of these sites have yielded stratified

 Midcontinental Journal of Archaeology, Vol. 20, No. 2
 ? 1995 by The Kent State University Press
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 SWAN'S LANDING SITE  193

 sequences of Early and Middle Archaic artifact assemblages, allowing for the
 establishment of a relatively precise and replicable sequence of Early Archaic
 (10,000 to 8,000 B.p.) lithic industries. In this context, the Swan's Landing site
 can be added to the list of important early archaeological localities in the east
 ern United States.

 From the initial discovery of the Swan's Landing site by the professional
 community, it was recognized as a locale of potential importance comparable
 to other major, deeply buried Early Archaic sites in eastern North America.

 However, the site also seemed to be notable in other respects. First, the site
 appeared to have been utilized only for the duration of the Kirk horizon (Tuck
 1974). Up to six meters of sterile Holocene o v?rbank alluvium covered the
 deposits exposed along the caving bank, with no evidence of later Early
 Archaic or Middle Archaic deposits that are usually encountered in deeply
 buried riverine sites. Second, the site was associated with outcrops of

 Wyandotte chert, one of the highest quality cryptocrystalline chert resources in
 eastern North America, which was utilized almost exclusively in the manufac
 ture of lithic tools. Third, the sheer number of seemingly finished artifacts that

 had been obtained from the site appeared to be unprecedented. The great num
 ber suggested the possibility that a single site was involved in the production,
 caching, retrieval, and distribution of Early Archaic lithic tools on a scale far
 greater than normally assumed.

 This article describes archaeological investigations at the Swan's Landing
 site and presents the results of preliminary analysis of materials recovered dur

 ing test excavations conducted to assess the site's eligibility for inclusion on
 the National Register of Historic Places. The archaeological investigations
 were conducted during July and August 1986 by the Glenn A. Black Lab
 oratory of Archaeology, Indiana University (hereafter, GBL-IU). Additional
 investigations were conducted during the summer of 1988 in response to
 another episode of looting. The site functioned in part as an Early Archaic
 lithic reduction and tool manufacturing locale for the production of the per
 sonal tool kits of the inhabitants. Differential use of the site is indicated

 between the inland floodplain ridge and the deeply buried deposits along the
 bank. Preliminary interpretations are presented concerning the role of the site
 in the settlement-subsistence regime of its inhabitants.

 The Swan's Landing Site

 The Swan's Landing site (12Hr304) is a large, deeply buried, stratified series
 of Early Archaic period components located in the floodplain of the Ohio River
 in southwestern Harrison County, Indiana, approximately 3.5 km north of the
 settlement of New Amsterdam (Fig. 1). The site is located at River Mile 658 on
 the caving north (right) bank of the river and is estimated to encompass an area
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 of approximately 5 ha. At this location, the Ohio River flows almost due north
 within a major meander loop. The confluence of the Blue River is located
 about 6 km downstream, and the site lies 500 m north of an abandoned stream

 channel known as Overflow Pond. The partially excavated Breeden site
 (12Hrll), a Middle-Late Archaic shell midden (Bellis 1982), lies approxi

 mately .9 km upstream. The Swan's Landing site is also widely known among
 collectors as the Overflow Pond site.

 The name Swan's Landing derives from an old riverboat landing on what
 was once property owned by the Swan family. Such stops were common along
 the Ohio River. At present, the site is owned by the Kosmos Cement Company,
 Inc., located in Louisville, Kentucky. The parcel of land containing the site was
 obtained by the Kosmos corporation for the limestone resources on the bluffs
 above the site.

 The site is situated within a bottom bounded on the north and east by lime
 stone bluffs. The bottom is bounded on the south by the mouth of Indian Creek.
 Overflow Pond, which occurs within this remnant, is the ancestral mouth of

 Indian Creek (Henry H. Gray, personal communication 1986). The surround
 ing dissected uplands are an immediate source area for Wyandotte chert, and
 extremely high quality forms of this material comprise the great majority of
 artifacts and lithic debris recovered from the site.

 History of Investigations

 The site became known to local collectors by the early 1960s, when several
 projectile points attributable to the Kirk horizon were collected on the beach.

 Riverbank erosion at the site was greatly accelerated by the impoundment of
 the Cannelton high-lift navigation dam in 1974. With the massive slumping
 and collapse of the bank following the recession of spring floodwaters, artifact
 collectors began to recover large numbers of projectile points and other tools.
 As word spread through the collector network, many people were attracted to
 the locale, particularly during periods of high water. Large-scale depredations
 ensued. Collectors were drawn by the large numbers of points, many of which

 appeared to be in pristine condition. Because the cultural zones were easily dis
 cernible in the caving bank, looters began either undercutting the bank to reach

 the cultural deposits or washing the bank and slump with high compression
 hoses to obtain artifacts. Informants estimate that the bank has eroded back 20
 to 25 m since the mid-1970s.

 Curtis Tomak (1982) inspected the site and described his findings in a brief
 publication. He also reported bands of charcoal, burned earth, and hearthlike fea
 tures exposed in profile along the bank. I was originally taken to the site in 1983
 by Nick Nye, a local artifact collector. Personnel from the GBL-IU conducted
 several reconnaissance surveys in subsequent years (e.g., Smith 1984), docu
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 menting that cultural deposits extended at least 500 m north-south along the
 eroding bank. Continuing looting was evidenced by numerous open potholes.

 Diagnostic projectile points in private collections are composed almost
 exclusively of forms attributable to the Kirk Corner Notched cluster. Several
 hundred projectile points have been observed, and the predominant types are
 Kirk Corner Notched, small variety, Charleston Corner Notched, and Pine Tree
 Corner Notched. Examples of Kirk Corner Notched, large variety, have also
 been noted in private collections, although none were recovered from test exca
 vations. Many examples of all these point types appeared to be in pristine con
 dition (i.e., little or no indication of postmanufacture utilization or breakage).

 Kirk Corner Notched projectile points, small variety, have been dated
 securely to the interval 9,400-9,160 b.p. at other sites in eastern North America
 (Chapman 1976). Charleston Corner Notched points from Zone 36 at the St.

 Albans site dated to 9,850 +/- 500 years b.p.; 7,900 b.c. (Broyles 1971:57).
 Kirk Corner Notched, small variety, from Zone 20 at St. Albans dated to 8,930
 +/- 160 b.p.; 6980 b.c. (Broyles 1971:63). At the Longworth-Gick site, Kirk
 Corner Notched, small variety, from Zones 13 and 7 were dated to 9,766 +/
 237 b.p.; 7816 b.c. and 8,685 b.p.; 6735 +/- 391 b.c., respectively (Collins
 1979). The former date accords reasonably well with the dates from the Little

 Tennessee River Valley (Chapman 1976), whereas the latter is from 500 to 700
 years too recent.

 Based on the private collections, the lithic assemblage from Swan's Landing
 includes lamellar blades, preforms, bifaces, endscrapers, side scrapers, and
 drills, as well as Kirk points. Pitted hammerstones and "anvil" stones are also
 abundant. In addition, the site has produced a number of large, bifacially flaked
 celtlike tools manufactured from lower quality cherts. Smaller, formal "adzes"
 are usually manufactured from Wyandotte chert.

 Biophysical Environment

 Swan's Landing lies at the western edge of the greater Falls of the Ohio region
 of the Lower Ohio River Valley. The Falls are located 54 river miles upstream
 from the site. Below the Falls, the river valley narrows considerably upon
 encountering the resistant bedrock of the Knobstone Escarpment. Towering
 limestone bluffs and spatially restricted bottoms are common features of the
 local landscape. Flooding along the Ohio River occurs primarily during the

 winter and spring. Other lines of evidence indicate that this seasonal pattern has
 characterized the Ohio River throughout the Holocene (Gray 1984).

 The site is located at the concrescence of the karstic Mitchell Plain and the

 heavily dissected Crawford Upland (Malott 1922; Schneider 1966), northern
 extensions of the Highland Rim Section of the Interior Low Plateau physio
 graphic province (Fenneman 1938; Quarterman and Powell 1978). This region
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 constitutes the "hill country" of southern Indiana, a region similar physio
 graphically to portions of adjacent Kentucky and southern Illinois. The imme
 diate environs of the site exhibit physical characteristics of both the Crawford
 Upland and Mitchell Plain. The site's inhabitants would have had access to a
 complex mosiac of floral and faunal resources.

 The Interior Low Plateau has been included within the Western Mesophytic
 Forest association (Braun 1950; Shelford 1963). This association is character
 ized by a mixture of taxa from surrounding subdivisions of the Eastern

 Deciduous Forest in which a number of co-dominant taxa occur (Quarterman
 and Powell 1978). At the time of initial Euroamerican settlement, oak-hickory
 forests were a common upland association within both the Crawford Upland
 and Mitchell Plain.

 Paleoenvironmental Setting

 By the inception of the Early Archaic period (ca. 10,000 b.r), natural systems
 in midlatitude eastern North America were beginning to recover from the
 accelerated biotic reorganization that characterized the late Pleistocene-early
 Holocene interface between 12,000 and 10,000 b.p. (Davis 1983; Jacobsen et
 al. 1987; Watts 1983; Webb 1987, 1988). The deciduous forests that would
 characterize the remainder of the Holocene were being established in the
 Lower Ohio River Valley. The process of "Holoceneation" of native peoples
 was presumably underway (cf. Caldwell 1958).

 There are at present no palynological data for the early Holocene of south
 ern Indiana, although data from surrounding regions indicate that mesic decid
 uous vegetation was well-established by the beginning of the Early Archaic
 period (Jackson et al. 1986; Whitehead et al. 1982; Williams 1974). Boreal
 taxa may have persisted in sheltered refugia and on north-facing slopes of the
 Crawford Upland. Hemlock is present in such settings even today.

 A pollen profile especially relevant to the vegetational history of the Lower
 Ohio River Valley derives from the Jackson Pond site (Delcourt et al. 1986).
 Jackson Pond is located along the Dripping Springs Escarpment north of

 Mammoth Cave in Larue County, Kentucky, approximately 50 km southeast of
 Swan's Landing. The pond provides a continuous radiocarbon dated sequence
 extending from about 20,000 b.p. to the present. During the early Holocene
 (10,000-7,500 b.p.), oak and hornbeam constituted up to 80 percent of the
 arboreal pollen. A wide range of other deciduous taxa were also present.

 Lithic Raw Material Sources

 The Swan's Landing site is located within the "heart" of the Wyandotte chert
 source area. Wyandotte chert is one of the highest quality cherts in eastern
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 North America. It is widely known as "Harrison County flint" or "Indiana
 Hornstone" (Lilly 1937). Chert-bearing Middle Mississippian limestones out
 crop at the concrescence of the Crawford Upland and the Mitchell Plain.

 Within this area, Wyandotte chert occurs in a variety of contexts and topo
 graphic situations (Bassett 1981; Justice and Smith 1988; Seeman 1975; Smith
 1990). The Wyandotte outcrops were extensively exploited in prehistory.
 Investigations of chert preference among late Pleistocene and early Holocene
 hunter-gatherers in south-central Indiana (Smith 1984,1990; Tankersley 1989,
 1990) tend to support interpretations of the importance of high-quality lithic
 resources to these early peoples, a preference documented elsewhere in eastern
 North America (e.g., Gardner 1977; Goodyear 1979).

 Wyandotte chert is a gray to bluish-gray cryptocrystalline material that
 occurs in both nodular and tabular forms (Bassett 1981; Tankersley 1985). The
 nodular variety was apparently preferred by prehistoric knappers (Bassett
 1981; Fowke 1928; Munson and Munson 1990). Bassett and Powell (1984)

 have established that Wyandotte chert derives from the Fredonia Member of
 the Upper St. Genevi?ve limestone of the Blue River group. Bassett (1981)
 notes that the highest quality Wyandotte cherts are lithologically associated
 with shaley limestone. Preliminary analysis of the artifacts and lithic debris
 recovered at Swan's Landing suggests that the inhabitants were preferentially
 selecting Wyandotte chert of the "highest" quality.

 A variety of other chert resources would have been available to the inhabi
 tants of the Swan's Landing site. These are Mississippian and Pennsylvani?n
 cherts of variable quality and distribution. Because many of these cherts and
 their source areas have recently been described by other investigators (Bassett
 1980; Boisvert et al. 1979; Cantin; Gray et al. 1983; Munson and Munson
 1984), and because of their limited representation in the deposits at Swan's

 Landing, they will be only noted here. Additionally, chert would have been
 available in gravel bars along the Ohio River prior to inundation by the ele
 vated pool levels resulting from modern navigation dams.

 Excavations

 Methods

 Limited subsurface investigations were conducted at Swan's Landing in
 order to assess the integrity of the remaining deposits (Smith 1986, 1987).
 Subsurface investigations involved the mechanical extraction of twenty-four
 solid earth cores (7.6 cm diameter) in order to define the horizontal and verti

 cal extent of the cultural deposits and the geological structure of the site, fol
 lowed by machine-assisted hand excavations. Evidence of more deeply buried
 cultural strata, potentially deriving from the Paleoindian period, was sought by
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 coring, but no indications of a pre-Kirk occupation was found. A map of the
 core locations and the approximate boundaries of the deeply buried deposits is
 presented in Fig. 2.

 Vertical and horizontal control was provided by hand excavation of cultural
 zones in a series of lxl-m units in arbitrary 10-cm levels. A total of thirteen

 such units were placed in the South Block, whereas only two units were estab
 lished in the North Block. Excavated soil was dry screened through 13 mm

 mesh hardware cloth. Numerous radiocarbon samples were also collected.
 In addition to the deeply buried deposits, Core No. 6 detected shallowly

 buried cultural deposits located on an inland floodplain ridge parallel to the
 deeply buried deposits (see Fig. 2). A shallow slough separates the inland
 floodplain ridge from the bank deposits. A 2x2-m test unit (Unit 3A) was hand
 excavated at this location in order to determine the relationship between the
 shallow cultural deposits contained within the floodplain ridge and the deeply
 buried deposits along the bank.

 A total of 15 m3 was excavated in the deeply buried deposits along the bank,
 and an additional 4 m3 was excavated on the floodplain ridge. In all, 19 m3 was

 excavated systematically at the site during the 1986 field season. Given the
 limited duration and objectives of the project, no attempt at representative
 sampling could be undertaken on a site so large and complex.

 Soils and Stratigraphy

 The stratigraphy of the deeply buried deposits at Swan's Landing is relatively
 straightforward. Cultural deposits are buried beneath and incorporated within
 up to 6 m of Holocene overbank alluvium. The predominant soil type is a
 rather homogenous yellow-brown clayey silt loam that has heavy gray mot
 tling and manganese-limonite staining. In plan view, this soil resembles the

 mudcracked surfaces common in floodplain situations. Fine silts and clays
 have migrated downward through these cracks to form the gray and limonite
 stained mottles. With increasing depth, a brown micaceous silt replaces the
 clayey silt loams, and the mottling ceases. These are acidic soils, not conducive
 to the preservation of organic substances. Moreover, fragments of coal and oil
 shale, notorious contaminants of radiocarbon samples (e.g., Tankersley et al.
 1987; Tankersley and Munson 1992) were present throughout the deposits.
 Results of textural analysis on samples taken from Core No. 18 is presented

 in Fig. 3. These sediments are comprised primarily of silts, sands, and clays.
 Vertical distribution of particle sizes is consistent with an interpretation of rel
 atively gentle overbank flood deposition from suspended loads. The strati
 graphic record at Swan's Landing is in general accord with the model of
 floodplain evolution for this portion of the Lower Ohio River valley presented
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 by Gray (1979, 1984; Gray et al. 1983), whereby fine-grained sediments of
 Holocene age overlie late glacial outwash deposits of sands and gravels.

 The stratigraphy varies somewhat between the two excavation blocks
 although they were located only 80 m apart. In the South Block, where the cul

 tural deposits are more dense and clearly defined, they occur within the
 yellow-brown clayey silts and above the brown micaceous silt. In the North
 Block, where the cultural deposits are more diffuse, the Kirk strata occur
 below the interface of the clayey silts with the brown micaceous silt.

 South Block

 Occupation Zone 1 (levels 1^4-) as defined in the South Block consists of dis
 continuous lenses of burned earth some 20 to 30 cm in thickness (Fig. 4). The
 reddened areas may be the result of either naturally or culturally induced fires

 on an old living surface. This zone contained two Kirk Corner Notched cluster
 projectile points, a moderate amount of "charcoal" and lithic debris.

 Occupation Zone 2 (levels 5-7) is a zone of abundant "charcoal," artifacts,
 and lithic debris that varies between 20 and 30 cm in thickness. It produced
 five Kirk Corner Notched cluster projectile points, in addition to several small
 hearths and other features. This zone is very distinct in profile.

 Occupation Zone 3 (levels 8-10) is also a zone of abundant charcoal, fea
 tures, artifacts, and lithic debris. In profile, it can be subdivided into two inter

 mittently discrete, but presumably temporally closely related, subzones (see

 Fig. 4). This zone represents the heaviest occupation at the site, and nine pro
 jectile points of the Kirk Corner Notched cluster were recovered therein.

 The three cultural zones are incorporated within approximately 1 m of sedi
 ments in the South Block and are overlain by approximately 2.4 m of sterile
 alluvium. Burned roots and stumps are common in all three zones. Once the
 zones were exposed vertically, they could be visually distinguished in profile
 by the distribution of charcoal and heat-altered sediments. However, cultural
 material is continuous from one zone to the next.

 North Block

 The deeply buried cultural deposits in the North Block were first encountered
 at a depth of 3.70 m below surface and are much more diffuse than those in the

 South Block. As in the South Block, cultural material occurs within approxi
 mately 1 m of sediment. A low density of cultural material and charcoal flecks

 occurred throughout the arbitrary 10-cm levels. One Pine Tree Corner Notched

 projectile point was recovered from level 5 in Unit 2A, and one Kirk Corner
 Notched point was recovered from level 1 in Unit 2B. The latter was contained
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 in a flotation sample. There was no evidence of features or burned earth, and
 the cultural zones could not be defined in profile.

 Small water-worn pebbles are common in the deposits in both excavation
 blocks but apparently were not deposited by the same processes that formed
 the silts and clays. Given their distribution, it is unlikely that they were intro
 duced into the fine alluvium through some natural agency, such as on root mats
 or riverborn ice. They most likely derive from human transport (Henry H.
 Gray, personal communication 1994).

 Units 3 A and 3

 Unit 3 A consists of a 2x2-m test pit placed on the inland floodplain ridge dur
 ing the 1986 field season in order to investigate the two charcoal zones encoun
 tered in Core No. 6. Material recovered included a fragment of a Terminal
 Archaic Buck Creek Barbed point from the plowzone, a Kirk Stemmed point
 fragment from level 2 (directly below plowzone), and the basal portion of a
 Kirk Corner Notched point from level 7. The cultural deposits occurred in a
 yellow-brown mottled clayey silt loam resembling that encountered in the
 South Block. Although no stratigraphy was discernible in profile, the strati
 graphic position of these points in the correct chronological order suggested
 that stratification was present. This limited excavation and the core data sug
 gested that Kirk horizon occupation surfaces penecontemporary with the
 deeply buried deposits along the bank were present on the floodplain ridge. No
 evidence of a Kirk Stemmed/Serrated point zone was encountered during the
 limited investigations along the bank. A schematic view of the stratigraphie
 relationship between the deeply buried deposits along the cutbank and the shal
 lower deposits on the inland floodplain ridge is presented in a generalized pro
 file in Fig. 5.

 Following the 1986 test excavations, the floodplain ridge at Swan's Landing
 was severely damaged by looters. Most of this wanton destruction occurred
 during the winter of 1987-88. Over eighty potholes were recorded in the Early

 Archaic deposits along the floodplain ridge. An archaeological damage assess
 ment following ARPA specifications was conducted in the summer of 1988
 (Smith 1988). A total of 208 m3 of the deposits were destroyed by the looters.
 This incident underscores the ever-escalating occurrences of site destruction
 and looting in the Ohio River Valley.

 Unit 3B, another 2x2-m test unit, was placed adjacent to the north wall of
 Unit 3 A. This small area had been spared by the looters. Approximately 70 cm
 of stratified Early Archaic deposits underlying a plowzone 30 cm in depth was
 recorded in this unit. One St. Albans bifurcate base point and one Pine Tree
 Corner Notched point were also recovered from level 5 (60-70 cm below sur
 face). Other tool forms and lithic debris were abundant throughout.
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 Features

 Eighteen features were formally defined during test excavation of the deeply
 buried deposits in the South Block; none were observed in the North Block or
 the test units on the floodplain ridge. Features observed during excavation
 were mapped in plan and profile and their contents screened and sampled in the
 same manner as the other hand-excavated deposits. Most features are thin
 lenses of fire-reddened or oxidized soil that apparently resulted from surface
 fires, charcoal concentrations, and small concentrations of artifacts or lithic

 debris. A few small pits were also encountered, but large pits or basins with
 organically stained fill were not found. An occasional fragment of calcined
 bone was recovered from some feature contexts.

 The hearths contained virtually no fire-cracked rock; in fact, thermally
 altered stone is rarely observed among the abundant debris on the caving bank
 or the beach below. Most hearths appear to be the result of in situ burning, with

 little depth nor distinct pit outlines. These features frequently contained an
 abundance of "charcoal." Most inclusions of cultural materials are probably
 fortuitous.

 Shallow hearths are particularly common in Occupation Zone 1 in the South
 Block, as was evident in the east and south wall profiles. The southern row of
 excavation units in this block contained a concentration of these superimposed
 burned areas that made it difficult to define individual features.

 Collins (1979:517) notes that similar features at the Longworth-Gick site
 probably resulted from well-aerated woodfires. Reddened areas at Longworth
 Gick occurred both with and without associated charcoal. In contrast, the

 hearths at Swan's Landing generally contained abundant charcoal. No evi
 dence of textile or basketry impressed hearths was encountered at Swan's
 Landing. This type of feature was recognized at Ice House Bottom, where it
 appears to be restricted to the Kirk components (Chapman 1977; Chapman and
 Adovasio 1977).

 Some problems exist concerning the interpretation of the burned areas
 prevalent in Occupation Zone 1. While these features probably were produced
 by high-temperature surface fires, it is not clear in all cases whether these fires

 were of natural or cultural origin. Some may have resulted from aboriginal
 burning of the site area to remove unwanted vegetation, driftwood, and other
 debris prior to occupation; instances of this sort of behavior at campsites
 abound in the ethnographies of eastern North America (Patrick J. Munson, per
 sonal communication 1986).

 Concentrations of artifacts and lithic debris were common throughout the
 South Block deposits. This feature type was composed of a small number of
 artifacts or apparently unmodified natural stones in association with lithic
 debris from stone tool manufacture. Pitted hammerstones or an "anvil" stone
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 or two are typical examples of artifacts found with concentrations of debitage.
 These concentrations lack discernible pit outlines or depressions. These fea
 tures appear to consist of implements utilized in tool manufacture that were
 discarded or abandoned on an activity surface where lithic reduction took
 place. These small caches of manufacturing tools and associated lithic debris
 apparently represent individual "chipping stations."

 Two small (> 1 m in diameter) concentrations of lithic debitage were spa
 tially differentiated from the general scatter of debris. These features appear to
 result from discrete chipping episodes, with the detritus left lying on the activ
 ity surfaces. Preliminary analysis of reduction strategies and conjoinment (or
 refitting, see Cahen et al. 1979) of numerous fragments have permitted partial
 reconstruction of two cores of Wyandotte chert. Several small, discarded
 bifaces were manufactured from one of these cores.

 In all, the range of feature types is limited, and most are probably the result

 of surface fires. There is little evidence of special hearth preparation, despite
 abundant evidence of intensive burning. Moreover, there is very little fire
 cracked rock from the deeply buried portion of the Swan's Landing site, either
 in excavated context or on the eroded bank or beach. In spite of abundant evi
 dence of intensive burning in the deeply buried deposits, the sources of fire did
 not incorporate stonelined hearths or pits. Fire-cracked rock occurs in some
 what greater abundance in the deposits in Units 3A and 3B on the floodplain
 ridge. The heaviest concentration occurs in level 2 from which the Kirk
 Stemmed projectile point was recovered.

 The types of features at Swan's Landing are broadly similar to those
 reported from the Kirk components of other deeply buried Early Archaic sites
 (Broyles 1971; Chapman 1975, 1977, 1978; Coe 1964; Collins 1979; Smith
 and Mocas 1993), apart from lack of evidence of extensive hearth preparation
 such as has been documented at the other sites.

 Radiocarbon Determinations

 Three radiocarbon determinations were obtained at Swan's Landing from a
 series of samples submitted. One date was obtained from Occupation Zone 2
 and two dates from Occupation Zone 3. Kirk Corner Notched cluster projectile
 points were associated with all samples. Sample 1 was recovered from Feature
 10 in Occupation Zone 3. This sample assayed at 14,360 +/- 260 years b.p.;
 12,410 b.c. (Beta-17791). Sample 2 was also recovered from Occupation Zone
 3 and returned a date of 11,480 +/- 580 years b.p.; 9,530 b.c. (Beta-17792).
 Sample 3 was recovered from Occupation Zone 2 and assayed at 8,015 +/-180
 years b.p.; 6,065 b.c. (Beta-17793).

 The first two dates are clearly far too old to date an Early Archaic site. The
 latter date is about a millennium too recent to date the Kirk deposits at Swan's
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 Landing. Some form of contamination of the samples is indicated, possibly
 related to hum?tes derived from decomposition of the coal and oil shales pre
 sent in the occupation levels (see Tankersley et al. 1987; Tankersley and

 Munson 1992). Other lines of evidence suggest that both coal and oil shale
 might have been used as fuel by the site's inhabitants. In addition, small frag
 ments of coal or oil shale were present in many of the flotation samples exam
 ined (Leslie Bush, personal communication 1993). Another possibility is
 replacement of wood charcoal by manganese dioxide (Mn02) (Graham and
 Kay 1988:235; Kenneth B. Tankersley, personal communication 1994).

 The results of an additional radiocarbon assay from Swan's Landing was
 provided by Curtis H. Tomak (personal communication 1986). This date was
 obtained from a "charcoal" sample in direct association with a Charleston
 Corner Notched point recovered from the face of the eroding bank. The anom
 alously recent date of 6,710 +/- 140 b.p.: 4,760 b.c. (Beta-4545) also suggests
 contamination of the sample.

 The Artifact Assemblage from Swans Landing

 A number of lithic artifacts were recovered during test excavation of the Early
 Archaic deposits at the Swan's Landing site. Numerous flotation samples were
 also collected, along with several samples for special studies. Most of the lithic
 sample was composed of Wyandotte chert debitage resulting from the manu
 facture and maintenance of tools.

 Projectile Points

 All but four of the 29 projectile points recovered from the test excavations are
 attributable to the Kirk Corner Notched type cluster (sensu Justice 1987). The
 type cluster concept is intended to group points of similar morphology and to
 avoid the proliferation of type names currently plaguing the literature (e.g.,
 "Jerger" points rather than MacCorkle sensu Tomak 1979).

 The points recovered include the types Kirk Corner Notched, small variety
 (Coe 1964; Broyles 1971), Pine Tree Corner Notched (Cambr?n 1956, 1957;
 Cambr?n and H?lse 1969, 1975), and Charleston Corner Notched (Broyles
 1971). These types date to between 9,500-8,900 b.p. at other sites in eastern

 North America (Chapman 1976, 1977). Stilwell points (Perino 1970), Kirk
 Corner Notched, large variety (Broyles 1971), and Kirk Stemmed/Serrated
 points (Coe 1964) collected from the bank and beach have been observed in
 private collections. An example of the Kirk Stemmed type has been recovered
 from excavated context only on the inland floodplain ridge.

 Stratified, "single" component sites such as the deeply buried deposits at
 Swan's Landing provide ideal test situations to assess the validity of defined
 types. Discrete "types" (Kirk Corner Notched, small variety, Pine Tree Corner
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 Notched, and Charleston Corner Notched) attributable to the Kirk Corner
 Notched cluster were recovered repetitively from the same cultural strata at
 Swan's Landing, thus calling into question the temporal and spatial signifi
 cance often assigned the types in the literature. Chapman (1977:53) has made
 similar observations concerning Kirk deposits from the Lower Tennessee
 River Valley.

 Out of a total of twenty-nine diagnostic projectile points and point fragments

 recovered, twenty-four specimens derived from the deeply buried strata, and
 five additional points were recovered from the test units on the inland flood
 plain ridge (Figs. 6-10). The typological assignments, metrics, and morpho
 logical characteristics of the points are presented in Table 1 and are briefly
 discussed below. Descriptive statistics for Kirk Corner Notched and Pine Tree
 Corner Notched within the Kirk Corner Notched cluster are presented in
 Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

 Coe (1964) has used the name Palmer Corner Notched to denote examples
 of the small variety Kirk points that have pronounced basal grinding.
 This attribute has not proven to have temporal significance at other stratified
 Early Archaic sites (e.g., Chapman 1977, 1978). Therefore, the nomen
 Palmer Corner Notched is not used in the present analysis in favor of Kirk
 Corner Notched, small variety. For recent interpretations of the status of
 "Palmer" points in the Southeast, see Cable (1992:101-104) and Michie
 (1992:221-223).

 Kirk Corner Notched points, small variety, from Swan's Landing exhibit a
 random flaking pattern and are generally biconvex to slightly flattened in
 cross-section. Serrations are frequently (but not always) present along the
 blade margins. Basal configuration varies between straight, concave, and con
 vex. Basal grinding is frequently present.

 Pine Tree Corner Notched points from Swan's Landing initially exhibit ran
 dom flaking patterns, with chevron and parallel flaking becoming more pro
 nounced with resharpening and the production of serrations. They are
 generally biconvex in cross-section. The basal form varies widely, as does that
 of Kirk Corner Notched. All of the specimens recovered from excavated con
 texts exhibit serrated blade margins and basal grinding.

 Justice (1987:79-80) notes that Pine Trees are a resharpening variant of Kirk
 Corner Notched. These two forms may more aptly be regarded as "styles"
 rather than distinct types. He interprets the blade flaking morphology of Pine
 Tree to be indicative of intentional maintenance of blade length during the
 resharpening sequence. A needlelike (acuminate) recurved tip is a characteris
 tic result of this resharpening technique (see Fig. 6c and Fig. If). There may be
 a functional difference between the two "types."

 At Swan's Landing, the single Charleston point recovered from test excava
 tions occurred in the same stratum as small Kirk and Pine Tree forms. The
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 specimen has an asymmetrical blade, one of the primary attributes used by
 Broyles (1971) to distinguish the Charleston type from other Kirk-like points.
 Additionally, a number of Charleston points in private collections were report
 edly recovered from the same cultural strata as points of the other two types.

 Resharpening techniques vary widely among the sample of points from
 Swan's Landing. I suspect that the resharpening trajectories as reflected by
 blade width are a bit more complex that the trimodal distribution reported for
 Dalton points (Goodyear 1974). The technique of resharpening utilized on the
 Kirk Corner Notched cluster points recovered from excavated context did not
 involve the production of a beveled edge. A low incidence of beveling has been
 observed among the points in private collections. This form of blade rejuvena
 tion is common in the Midwest on points in the Thebes Cluster (especially on
 the Thebes, Lost Lake, and St. Charles types).

 The single fragment of a Kirk Stemmed point recovered from excavated
 context derived from level 2 (immediately below plowzone) in Unit 3A on the
 inland floodplain ridge. These forms occur stratigraphically above points of
 the Bifurcate Base tradition at numerous sites in eastern North America. A St.

 Albans point was recovered from level 5 in adjoining Unit 3B. This level also
 produced a Pine Tree Corner Notched point.

 The Buck Creek Barbed point recovered from the plowzone in Unit 3A is
 the only point recovered during test excavations that is clearly not Early
 Archaic. Buck Creek Barbed points date to the Terminal Archaic-Early
 Woodland periods. The type was defined by Seeman (1975) based on a previ
 ous archaeological reconnaissance of Harrison County.

 All but five of the twenty-nine points recovered during test excavations were
 manufactured from Wyandotte chert. The remaining chert types include
 Holland, Lead Creek (Lieber), Muldraugh, and "Derby." All are available
 within a 60 km radius of the site. This distribution implies a minimum range of
 approximately 60 km for bands utilizing Swan's Landing. Several of the pro
 jectile points recovered have macroscopically observable traces of a tar or
 asphaltum residue (see Collins 1979, 1981). This may indicate the presence of
 a mastic used in hafting the points.

 Other Chipped Stone Artifacts

 Preforms. The typical projectile point preform consists of an oval to rough
 ly triangular, percussion-flaked biface. Preforms are distinguished from other
 biface classes at the site by their distinctive morphology and overall greater
 degree of refinement. Fragments of preforms are relatively common in the
 deposits. A large number of bifaces and biface fragments, representing a con
 siderable range of morphologies and stages of manufacture, are also present at
 the site.
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 End Scrapers. End or transverse scrapers from Swan's Landing are usually
 made on flakes or bladelike flakes. Some indication of the range of variation in

 endscraper morphology can be obtained from Fig. 11. Although end scrapers
 abound in nonsystematically recovered private collections, only fourteen spec
 imens or fragments thereof were recovered in the excavated sample.

 These tools are usually unifacial, although bifacial retouch is occasionally
 present. The bit is generally located at the distal end of the flake and the bulb
 of percussion is frequently absent. The bits are almost invariably plano-convex
 in cross-section. Retouch on one or both lateral edges is not uncommon, sug
 gesting that some functioned as combination end-side scrapers (see Fig. 111).
 There is extensive flaking on the dorsal surfaces of most specimens. Graver
 spurs, or other forms of composite tools, are rare on the endscrapers from
 Swan's Landing. None occur among the small sample from excavated context.

 Side Scrapers. The side scrapers from Swan's Landing are unifacial tools
 characterized by finely executed, regular retouch along one or both lateral
 edges of a flake or bladelike flake (see Fig. Ilk). Discoidal scrapers are also
 present in the assemblage.

 Pitted Hammerstone si'anvils. This class of tool consists of water-smoothed

 cobbles of various size and lithology. Hammerstones are characterized by bat
 tered or pecked areas on one or more edges. Both bipitted and monopitted
 examples are present in the small sample from Swan's Landing. The pitting on
 most of these specimens appears to have originated from percussion rather
 than grinding, leading to the interpretation that they served as anvils during
 lithic reduction rather than plant processing tools.

 Chapman (1975:162-165; 1977:95) has noted the importance of pitted cob
 bles in the production of bipolar lithics such as pieces esquillees. This tool type
 has not been identified at Swan's Landing. Alternatively, pitted cobbles might
 have served as convenient platforms in the soft sediments for the reduction of
 nodule fragments.

 Large, pitted slab metates, the depressions of which originated from grind
 ing, have not yet been recovered from the site. These tools are known from the

 Kirk components of other Early Archaic sites (e.g., Chapman 1975, 1977),
 including Longworth-Gick (Dobbs and Dragoo 1976) and Paddy's West
 (Smith and Mocas 1993). The battered/pitted cobbles from Swan's Landing are
 best regarded as multifunction tools.

 Chipped Stone "Adzes". Chipped stone "adzes" were represented by one
 specimen in the excavated sample. This artifact was recovered from level 8
 (90-100 cm below surface) in L?nit 3B. However, a number of chert celts have
 been recorded in private collections (Fig. 12). These artifacts are typically
 manufactured from Wyandotte chert.

 Chipped stone adzes exhibit a highly polished bit reminiscent of "celt pol
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 ish" from later cultural periods. The bits are generally bi-convex in cross
 section, similar to those reported by Kimball (1992). These implements are
 bifacially flaked, formal tools. In form, they resemble the Dalton adzes reported
 from Arkansas (Morse and Goodyear 1973; Goodyear 1974). Broyles (1971:
 39) has referred to similar implements from the St. Albans site as "Grubbing

 Tools or Hoes." Chapman (1975,1977, 1978) reports similar artifacts from the
 Early Archaic strata at Rose Island, Ice House Bottom, and Bacon Farm.
 Polished bifaces are also reported from th? Longworth-Gick site (Collins
 1979). Kimball (1992:153) regards the presence of these tools "as a key signa
 ture for residential bases" at sites in the Tellico Reservoir.

 The form of polish seen on the celts from Swan's Landing is usually
 regarded as an indicator of heavy wood-working. Alternatively, they may have

 functioned as digging tools in the acquision of "fresh" chert nodules.

 Polished Bifacial Implements. A second type of bifacial tool with a polished
 bit is present in the deposits at Swan's Landing. These are generally larger,
 more crudely percussion flaked tools. These artifacts are typically manufac

 tured from lower quality cherts such as Jeffersonville and Muldraugh, which

 occur in tabular form. Whether they are an expedient form of the more care

 fully prepared adzes or a distinct tool type for use in other functions is
 presently unclear. Some of the implements noted above at other sites may be

 representative of this second tool type, rather than adzes per se.

 Unifacial Projectile Points. One other tool type worthy of note is the
 "notched flake" or unifacial projectile point. These tools consists of chert
 flakes, often with prepared notches not unlike those of the formal projectile
 points. These specimens have been observed only in private collections.

 Other Tool Types

 Other tool types recovered at the site include retouched flakes, defined by reg

 ular, intentional retouch along one or more edges. Edges displaying evidence
 of use-modification occur on a number of flake types. The cores recovered
 from the site were exhausted, broken, or flawed, with no definite patterns of

 flake removal. All were reduced by direct, hard-hammer percussion. Only two
 midsections of drills were recovered from excavated context.

 Apart from changes in projectile point morphology, the lithic tool assem
 blage as expressed at Swan's Landing shows strong continuity with
 Paleoindian assemblages in the region (Smith 1990; Tankersley 1990). The
 chipped stone "adzes" have a morphological correlate in a chert "slab" tool
 form in local Paleoindian assemblages. These chert slab tools display a similar
 type of polish (Smith n.d., in press).
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 Lithic Debris

 Preliminary examination of the copious lithic debris recovered from the South

 Block and Units 3A and 3B has been informative. The high incidence of pri
 mary flakes suggests that entire nodules were frequently brought to the site,
 with little or no preliminary reduction at the chert source. The high frequency
 of biface thinning flakes, in conjunction with numerous biface fragments, indi

 cates that the production of bifaces was an important activity in both areas of
 the site. Carefully prepared platforms, many of which are ground and faceted,
 characterize the flake assemblage.

 Initial separation of the flotation samples indicated a number of microflakes
 resulting from chert reduction and artifact manufacture. Such diagnostic
 flakes as notch flakes resulting from point manufacture and small pressure
 flakes deriving from the production of serrations have been recovered.
 Virtually all of the microflakes consist of Wyandotte chert.

 Floral and Faunal Remains

 Carbonized floral remains were also present, albeit in limited quantity and very

 fragmentary condition. Preliminary analysis included visual and microscopic
 examination of both light and heavy fractions recovered from the North and
 South Blocks and Unit 3B.

 Fragments of wood charcoal only were recovered in the North Block sam
 ple. Hickory (Carya), hazelnut (Corylus), and hickory/walnut family
 (Juglandaceae) nutshells were present in both the South Block and Unit 3B.
 Both nutshell and possible nut meat were present in the South Block, along
 with a small amount of acorn (Quercus). The total weight of nutshell from all
 the processed flotation samples was considerably less than 1 g. Although the
 samples indicate a limited variety of taxa, they include early Holocene botani
 cal resources recovered at other Early Archaic sites, particularly acorn and
 hickory (e.g., Chapman 1975; Meitzer and Smith 1986).

 The faunal sample from Swan's Landing is limited to a single fragment of
 antler tine and unidentifiable fragments of calcined bone recovered in the
 South Block. The antler fragment is apparently the distal portion of a projectile
 point or flaking tool. A more diverse biotic assemblage was recovered from the
 Early Archaic component of 12F146 at Paddy's West (Smith and Mocas 1995).

 Interpretations of Site Function

 The Swan's Landing site functioned in large part as a major locale for the man
 ufacture and replacement of lithic tools. Carefully manufactured preforms
 were produced, some presumably leaving the site in that form; others were fur
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 ther reduced into completed projectile points. An extensive tool inventory
 including lamellar blades, bifaces, endscrapers, drills, and side scrapers were
 also manufactured on the site.

 Swan's Landing provides evidence for the manufacture of hafted bifaces
 from high-quality raw material in a staged reduction sequence characteristic of
 a curated tool industry (sensu Binford 1979). This form of tool use has been

 interpreted as an adaptive strategy against raw material incongruities by
 highly mobile predatory populations (Goodyear 1979). Further, Cable (1992:
 114-115) stresses the importance of portability of a number of lithic classes,
 particularly bifacial cores, for use "as is," or for the production of other tools.
 Thereby, a number of informal tool types may be part of the curated aspect of
 lithic technology.

 Tools begin their use-life through procurement of raw material and often ini
 tial reduction at the chert source, are removed to a camp for further reduction

 and refinement, and then are dispersed across the landscape in the course of an
 exploitative cycle. Tools are then subjected to a variety of refurbishing,
 reworking, or recycling strategies, eventually to be lost or discarded. Not infre
 quently, discard occurs at a manufacturing camp near the chert source as bands
 return to replenish their tool kits. Thus, some tools may be finally deposited
 close to or at the same site where they were originally manufactured, complet
 ing the cycle.
 Although Wyandotte chert is overwhelmingly the raw material used in pro

 jectile point manufacture, other cherts do occur in the Swan's Landing assem
 blage. These cherts are all available in the region. Points manufactured from
 these cherts were discarded at the site and were replaced by points made from

 Wyandotte chert. Given that only four of the twenty-nine points recovered are
 made from chert types other that Wyandotte, if the inhabitants of Swan's
 Landing ranged far afield, or exchanged raw material with other groups in dis
 tant regions, this is not reflected in the archaeological deposits. Cantin (1994)
 provides corroborating evidence of the restricted home ranges exploited in
 southern Indiana during the Kirk phase.

 One of the most intriguing questions regarding Swan's Landing was
 whether evidence of deliberate tool caches would be found. However, no evi

 dence of prepared tool caches was encountered (or at least recognized as such)
 during the limited excavations. Rather, the impression is one of tools simply
 left lying on activity surfaces. The reasons for abandonment of specific tools is
 often unclear: many are complete specimens appearing to be quite functional;
 others could have been readily resharpened.

 Simple proximity to a lithic source may have been a factor in the number of

 discarded artifacts evident at the site. Many of the projectile points recovered
 have been subjected to some degree of use and rejuvenation and therefore
 appear to have been discarded in the middle range of their use-life. Keeley
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 (1982:803) observes that still usable or "resharpenable" tools are often dis
 carded, suggesting that retooling may occur "when it is convenient to do so
 rather than when it is necessary." In the vicinity of the Wyandotte chert source,

 raw material consumption appears to have been extremely indulgent as attested
 by size and quantity of lithic reduction debris present on sites from virtually all
 cultural periods.

 This interpretation may explain the incidence of "usable" tools recovered
 from Swan's Landing. Bands in proximity to the chert source may have simply
 taken advantage of the circumstances to completely retool, even if this
 involved discarding still-serviceable tools.

 Other aspects of technological organization undoubtedly contributed to the
 formation of the archaeological record at Swan's Landing. Along these lines,
 Torrence (1983) and Kuhn (1989, 1994) emphasize scheduling constraints as
 major determinants of the timing of retooling activities among logistically orga
 nized hunter-gatherers. In other words, retooling must be scheduled around, or
 in concert with, other activities. Kuhn (1989) further stresses the importance of
 realiability of the implements in the tool kit, in that items of personal gear must

 be fabricated in advance to assure that they will function dependably when
 needed. In his interpretation, individual implements in the tool kits of logisti
 cally organized groups will show less evidence of rejuvenation because they are
 replaced earlier in their use-life (assuming reasonable proximity to a raw mate
 rial source). "Realiability" in the technolgical organization of the inhabitants of
 Swan's Landing may pertain to the fabrication of tools from a raw material with
 superb flaking qualities and a long use-life for protracted periods afield. It
 should also be stressed that the various forms of hafts (shafts, foreshafts, han

 dles) probably involved considerably more effort in manufacture than their
 flaked stone components, and were presumably much more highly curated. The
 stone tools manufactured to accommodate the haft elements were apparently

 much more "expendable" (Judge 1973; Keeley 1982; Kuhn 1989; Smith 1990).
 It was also anticipated that investigations at the site could to some degree

 inform on the nature of "specialization" in lithic craftsmanship during the
 Early Archaic period. Based on the number of discrete and presumably con
 temporary chipping stations documented or inferred to have been present (e.g.,

 along the looted floodplain ridge ), competency in lithic technology appears to
 have been widespread amongst the population inhabiting Swan's Landing.

 Functional differences in site usage are suggested between the deeply buried
 deposits along the bank and the less deeply buried deposits along the inland
 floodplain ridge. Evidence for domestic activities is limited, but the abundant
 features exposed along the bank suggest some activities pertaining to the main
 tenance of the individuals using the site. Fires would have provided warmth
 and light and were probably used for food preparation. Functional differences
 in utilization of the site, or components thereof, are expected over the course of
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 its occupational history. Similarly, the nature of the social unit inhabiting the
 site is unclear on the basis of present data.

 The site is situated optimally for easy access to a variety of riverine and
 upland resource zones in addition to the chert sources. Openings in the vegeta
 tion within the broken topography along the interface of the Mitchell Plain and
 Crawford Upland may have increased the biomass of deer and other mammals,
 as well as that of the aviafauna. The Ohio River itself would have offered copi
 ous resources. The limited ethnobotanical sample consisting primarily of
 charred nut suggests a summer to early fall occupation of the site, which is
 consistent with the flood cycle on the Ohio River. Nuts are, however, an immi
 nently storable resource.

 How often a specific band visited the chert source area to replenish its tool
 kit is unknown, as is the number of distinct bands utilizing the Swan's Landing
 locale. Given the size, density, and apparent contemporaneity of the cultural
 deposits, it is possible that the site represents a multiband encampment or a
 rendezvous point. This interpretation is quite plausible for a location in the
 heart of the Wyandotte chert zone. Recently, Anderson (1990:203) has pro
 posed just such stationary resources on the landscape as obvious rendezvous
 points for prearranged social interactions among late Pleistocene and early
 Holocene populations.

 The duration and intensity of the occupations represented at Swan's Landing
 apparently lie somewhere between a long-term, perhaps seasonal, residential
 base camp and the very brief occupation of a task-specific quarry-related
 workshop. Kimball (1992) has called residential Early Archaic sites broadly
 comparable to Swan's Landing "Gearing Up" residences, of which at least the
 later Upper Kirk component at Ice House Bottom is exemplary. Ice House
 Bottom is also located in close proximity to a high-quality chert outcrop.

 The three distinct occupation zones in the South Block at Swan's Landing
 indicate intensive short-term utilization of the living surfaces, rather than pro
 tracted utilization of a stable surface. This is in accord with the depositional
 model of seasonally inundated surfaces at the site. Collins (1979:582) has
 come to similar conclusions regarding the buried Early Archaic strata at
 Longworth-Gick.

 It is important to stress that the test excavations at Swan's Landing have
 sampled but a very small area of a very large and complex site. Substantial por
 tions of the deposits have been lost to erosion and looting, and no record exists
 for the context of the materials recovered by most of the collectors who have
 made their collections available for examination. Many different activity areas
 may have been present, and the deeply buried occupations may have been
 heavier closer to the river channel.

 Archaeological reconnaissance elsewhere in south-central Indiana has iden
 tified a number of sites with Kirk components in both riverine and upland
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 settings. These range from isolated points to substantial sites with extensive
 lithic assemblages. The upland sites, however, do not appear to attain the size
 and complexity of those in the river bottoms. In the Lower Ohio River Valley,
 points attributable to the Kirk Corner Notched cluster are recovered fre
 quently on the surface of the terraces and older floodplain ridges, along the
 eroding banks of the Ohio River and its tributaries, and in the surrounding
 uplands. If Morse and Morse (1983) can speak of a Dalton efflorescence in
 northeastern Arkansas, then we may surely suggest a Kirk efflorescence in the
 Ohio Valley. Swan's Landing was undoubtedly functionally related to a num
 ber of these sites within a regional settlement-subsistence system.

 Summary and Conclusions

 The Swan's Landing site is a major lithic reduction and manufacturing site
 buried beneath 2 to 6 m of sterile Holocene overbank alluvium along the cav
 ing bank of the Ohio River. Material attributable to the Kirk horizon is present
 from the plowzone to a depth of approximately 1 m along the inland floodplain
 ridge. The site was exposed by massive erosion following the installation of a
 series of high-lift navigation dams. The site has been severely impacted by
 river erosion and frequent slumping. Damage inflicted by looters also has been
 severe.

 Test excavations, deep coring, and observation of pothole profiles demon
 strated the presence of intact archaeological deposits of variable depth and
 density encompassing at least 5 ha. Approximately 19 m3 of the cultural
 deposits were excavated during the 1986 field season. These investigations
 revealed three distinct, deeply buried Kirk zones along the bank contained
 within approximately 1 m of sediments. Kirk Corner Notched, small variety,
 and Pine Tree Corner Notched points occur in all zones. Penecontemporary
 deposits were encountered on the inland floodplain ridge. Later components
 attributable to the Bifurcate Point Horizon and the Kirk Serrated/Stemmed

 period were represented by single specimens on the inland floodplain ridge.
 The site represents several episodes of industrial activities by groups pro

 ducing points attributable to the Kirk Corner Notched cluster who camped
 intermittently (perhaps seasonally) on the rapidly aggrading floodplain of the
 Ohio River. These individuals fabricated lithic tools from the locally available
 Wyandotte chert. In the process of refurbishing or replacing their tool kits,
 numerous artifacts were left lying on the activity surfaces. These artifacts
 were covered by relatively gentle overbank flood sediments with minimal dis
 turbance.

 The deeply buried Early Archaic deposits at Swan's Landing have close
 stratigraphie and typological affinities with the zones that produced small Kirk
 points at the St. Albans site in West Virginia (Broyles 1971), the Rose Island,
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 Ice House Bottom, and Bacon Farm sites in Tennessee (Chapman 1975, 1977,
 1978), the Longworth-Gick site (particularly zones 13 and 7) in Kentucky
 (Collins 1979), and site 12F146 at Paddy's West (Smith and Mocas 1995), also
 in southcentral Indiana.

 Preliminary investigations at Swan's Landing suggest spatial differentiation
 in patterns of site usage. Albeit somewhat speculative, given the limited data
 presently available, deposits often interpreted as representative of a residential
 camp appear to be present along the bank. The less deeply buried deposits
 along the inland floodplain ridge may have been primarily the setting of male
 related (?) activities pertaining to the maintenance of the tool kit. Additional,
 larger-scale investigations will be necessary in order to clarify intra-site usage
 patterns.

 The Swan's Landing site appears to have functioned, at least in part, as a
 locale for the replacement of personal tool kits or mobile tool kits (sensu Kuhn
 1994), representing retooling-rehafting activit?s (sensu Keeley 1982), or what

 Binford (1979) refers to as "gearing up" activities. In addition to a number of
 implements broken or aborted during manufacture, numerous worn tools dis
 playing various degrees of resharpening-rejuvenation were discarded, many
 still usable but apparently in the middle stages of their use-lives. Overall, the
 projectile point resharpening sequence is similar to the sequences suggested
 for Dalton points (Goodyear 1974), with the notable absence of beveled blade
 margins.

 Occupation of the site was apparently terminated by a change in the desir
 ability of the locale as a place of settlement and industrial activity. Subsequent
 occupations may have occurred on the older terraces east of Swan's Landing,
 or perhaps on a now-eroded ridge located closer to the river.

 Swan's Landing is one of the most significant known Early Archaic sites in
 eastern North America. The deposits that remain appear to contain virtually the
 entire lithic assemblage of the early Kirk period in association with a single,
 nearby chert source. Unlike other major Early Archaic sites in the East, Swan's
 Landing appears to be a functionally specific site associated more closely with
 lithic tool manufacture rather than a "base camp." Therefore, data classes dis
 tinct from those of other excavated sites of the Early Archaic period are poten
 tially present.
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 Sr., and Kenneth B. Tankersley. Shawn French and Leon Hostetler provided
 voluntary assistance after their terms of employment had expired. We also had
 many visitors at the site, many of whose names I never recorded but who pro
 vided many helpful comments and services. A general thanks is extended to
 them all.

 Helpful advice and criticism of the manuscript was provided by Patrick J.
 Munson, Cheryl Ann Munson, Noel D. Justice, and Stephen T. Mocas. The flo
 ral analysis was graciously provided by Leslie Bush. Reanalysis of the artifact
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 assemblage was conducted with the assistance of Jodi Pope-Pfingston. Sherri
 Hilgeman drafted the maps contained herein, and Rachael Freyman prepared
 the artifact illustrations in Fig. 10. Paul Colbert produced Fig. 5 and assisted in

 editorai clean-up. Bridget J. Benz provided invaluable assistance in finalizing
 the manuscript. The author assumes full responsibility for all errors of omis
 sion or commission.
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 Fig. 1. The Swan's Landing site (12Hr304) and environs. Modified from U.S. Army
 Corps of Engineers (Louisville District) map of the Ohio River floodplain (Cannelton
 Pool Reach, Sheet 21, February 1963).
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 Fig. 2. Map of the Swan's Landing site showing location of cores, excavation blocks,
 and test units. The floodplain ridge deposits were heavily damaged by looters.
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 Fig. 6. Projectile points excavated from South Block, Occupation Zone 1: a-b), Kirk
 Corner Notched; c-e), Pine Tree Corner Notched. All specimens are made from
 Wyandotte chert, except (c), which is made from Holland or "Derby" chert. Note: The
 projectile points recovered from excavated context were not washed pending residue
 studies.
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 Fig. 7. Projectile points excavated from South Block, Occupation Zone 2: a-b), Kirk
 Corner Notched; c-f), Pine Tree Corner Notched. All specimens are manufactured from
 Wyandotte chert, except (d), which is made from Muldraugh chert, and (e), which is
 made from Lead Creek (Lieber) chert.
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 Fig 8. Projectile points excavated from South Block, Occupation Zone 3: a-f), Kirk
 Corner Notched; e) is a late-stage preform; g-i), Pine Tree Corner Notched; j),
 Charleston Corner Notched. All specimens are manufactured from Wyandotte chert.
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 Fig. 9. Pine Tree Corner Notched projectile point excavated from North Block. This
 specimen is manufactured from Holland or "Derby" chert.
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 Fig. 10. Projectile points excavated from Units 3A and 3B: a) Pine Tree Corner
 Notched; b) St. Albans; c) Kirk Stemmed; d) untyped point discarded during manufac
 ture. All specimens are from Unit 3B except (c), and all are manufactured from
 Wyandotte chert.
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 Fig. 11. Uniface tools recovered from the caving bank/beach at Swan's Landing: a-j)
 end scrapers; k) side scraper; 1) combination end-side scraper; k-1) made on bladelike
 flakes. All specimens are manufactured from Wyandotte chert. Specimens donated by
 William R. Brockman and Larry Tolliver.
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 Fig. 12. Chipped stone bifaces or "adzes" from Swan's Landing: a) manufactured from
 Wyandotte chert: b) made from Muldraugh chert. Donated by William R. Brockman.
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 TABLE 2

 Metric Characteristics (mm)* for Kirk Corner Notched

 R X S

 Length 8 34.5-65.5 46.6 9.7
 Width 10 23.0-37.5 30.0 4.3
 Thickness 11 5.5-8.0 6.8 8.1
 Basal Height 11 6.5-12.0 8.4 1.7
 Basal Width 9 16.0-25.0 20.2 3.4
 Neck Width 10 11.5-18.0 14.6 2.0
 Notch Depth 18 3.0-7.0 4.5 1.4
 Notch Width 16 2.0-6.0 3.2 1.2
 Tang Width_2_3.0-4.0_^5_?
 * Based on complete measurements for each variable

 TABLE 3

 Metric Characteristics (mm)* for Pine Tree Corner Notched

 R X S

 Length 10 48.0-74.5 58.0 8.8
 Width 10 26.0-36.0 30.2 3.0

 Thickness 11 5.0-7.5 6.5 8.5
 Basal Height 11 6.0-10.0 7.8 1.2
 Basal Width 11 18.0-24.0 21.8 1.9
 Neck Width 10 12.5-21.5 16.6 2.3
 Notch Depth 16 3.5-8.0 5.1 1.2
 Notch Width 16 2.0-5.0 2.6 0.9
 Tang Width 14 4.0-6.5 5.0 0.7
 * Based on complete measurements for each variable
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